Intelligent License Monitoring

Digitalization is accompanied by increased deployment of software. The licenses required are
often a major cost factor, diminishing the IT budget. That is why it is important to use licenses
efﬁciently. The innovative lEYEcense monitoring tool provides for transparency and demand-based
use of licenses.

SEEING THROUGH THE LICENSE JUNGLE
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Expenditures for corporate software have
continued to increase for years. To avoid additional expenditures, companies are striving for
demand-optimized procurement and deployment
of licenses wherever possible. The more applications and employees that are active in the
company, the more complex the use of licenses
becomes. It is often not clear how many licenses
various employees are using at the same time, or

which company departments even need licenses.
Are additional licenses required, or can the number be reduced? Which models make the most
sense: ﬂoating or single-user licenses? The intelligent lEYEcense tool from GNS Systems addresses
these issues. Historical and real-time data enable
detailed analysis to determine actual demand. In
an attractive web interface, dashboards create
transparency and facilitate monitoring, as well as
management, of licenses.

www.gns-systems.de

LEYECENSE: THE FEATURES AT A GLANCE

Your advantages with lEYEcense

Modules for Easy Management
lEYEcense is based on a modular and expandable
systems architecture. It encompasses three basic
modules: Analyzer, Observer, and Operator. The
Analyzer visualizes a usage history. Via the Operator
section, it is possible to perform several conﬁgurations for license services. The Observer module
provides license data in real time.

• Higher transparency
• Reduced costs
• Optimized processes
• Comprehensive documentation
• Detailed demand analyses

Differentiated Analysis
lEYEcense monitors the current license usage on the
basis of snapshots. In addition, lEYEcense will allow
for detailed analysis with respect to license features,
services, sites, or organizational units. Several dashboards as well as reports will reveal the real demand
for licenses.
Low Requirements, Maximum Performance
In order to create synergies, lEYEcense supports
various license management systems such as BetaLM,
DSLS, and FlexNet. lEYEcense encompasses an interactive web interface for all standard browsers.

Data Protection Made in Germany
lEYEcense takes the EU General Data Protection
Regulation into account. Furthermore, our tool
contains several security features like a conﬁgurable concept of permissions and roles.
Optimized License Use
The system will show licenses that have become
available again. Additionally, lEYEcense allows
for identifying unusually long terms of use, which
may be due to a user inadvertedly running an
application without using it. Thus, licenses will
be available to other users earlier. Moreover,
lEYEcense provides an overview of the expiry
dates of license features which will facilitate the
administration of due dates, for instance.
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